2000 oldsmobile intrigue manual

This manual is specific to a Oldsmobile Intrigue. RepairSurge is compatible with any
internet-enabled computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and
support is always free. We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but
our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds
crazy. It's a stupid rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their
lawyers require. Here are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge.
These customers have agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying
anything online is a risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before
you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you
the repair information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: Oldsmobile.
Model: Intrigue. Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams.
Diagnostic Procedures. Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory
recommended repair instructions. Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always
available to assist you. We can answer your questions about using the software or help you find
the specific information you need for your Oldsmobile Intrigue. Free real-time updates! Your
manual is updated with revised information as soon as it is released. Access on your terms.
Unlimited access to your Oldsmobile Intrigue manual on a yearly basis. We'll get you the repair
information you need, every time, or we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see what the
manual looks like? See our guarantee below. You are protected in case the manual turns out to
not be what you need. What Satisfied Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and
easy transaction. Get Your Manual. Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online transaction
is protected by safe and secure SSL encryption technology. Quick Links Download this manual.
Table of Contents. Automobile Oldsmobile Silhouette Owner's Manual pages. Section You can
use it to quickly find something you want to read. If you do this, it will help you learn about the
features and These mean there is something that could hurt controls for your vehicle. Many
times, this damage would Also in this book you will find these notices: not be covered by your
warranty, and it could be costly. But the notice will tell you what to do to help avoid the damage.
For example, These symbols These symbols These symbols These symbols Here are some
these symbols are important have to do with are on some of are used on other symbols are
used on an for you and You can also learn about some things you should not do with air bags
and safety belts. Page Section 1 Seats And Seat Controls Seats and Seat Controls This section
tells you how to adjust the seats and explains reclining seatbacks, folding rear seats and head
restraints. Lift the lever is moving. Instead, it will be in front of you. It also tells you some things
you should not do with safety belts. It is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area, inside or
outside of a vehicle. In most states and Canadian provinces, the law says to wear safety belts.
Page 20 Put someone on it. Get it up to speed. Then stop the vehicle. Page 21 The person keeps
going until stopped by something. In a real vehicle, it could be the windshield Page 24 4. Push
the latch plate into the buckle until it clicks. Pull up on the latch plate to make sure it is secure.
Make sure the release button on the buckle is positioned so you would be able to unbuckle the
safety belt quickly if you ever had to. Page 25 The lap part of the belt should be worn low and
snug on the hips, just touching the thighs. In a crash, this applies force to the strong pelvic
bones. If you slid under it, the belt would apply force at your abdomen. Page 26 Shoulder Belt
Height Adjuster To move it down, squeeze the release lever and the shoulder belt guide as
shown and move the height Before you begin to drive, move the shoulder belt adjuster to the
desired position. You can move the adjuster to the height that is right for you. In a crash, you
would move forward too much, which could increase injury. The shoulder belt should fit against
your body. The shoulder belt is too loose. In a crash, the belt would go up over your abdomen.
The belt forces would be there, not at the pelvic bones. In a crash, your body would move too
far forward, which would increase the chance of head and neck injury. If a belt is twisted, make
it straight so it can work properly, or ask your dealer to fix it. To unlatch the belt, just push the
button on the buckle. The belt should go back out of the way. For pregnant women, as for
anyone, the key to making safety belts effective is wearing them properly. Where are the air
bags? Page 36 When should an air bag inflate? Page 37 What makes an air bag inflate? What
will you see after an air bag inflates? In an impact of sufficient severity, the air bag sensing
After an air bag inflates, it quickly deflates, so quickly that system detects that the vehicle is in a
crash. The sensing some people may not even realize the air bag inflated. Additional windshield
breakage may also occur from the right front passenger air bag. There are parts of the air bag
system in several places Accident statistics show that unbelted people in the rear around your
vehicle. Page 40 1. Pick up the latch plate and pull the belt across you. The shoulder belt may
lock if you pull the belt across Pull up on the latch plate to make sure it is secure. Page 41 3. To
make the lap part tight, pull down on the buckle The lap part of the belt should be worn low and
snug on end of the belt as you pull up on the shoulder part. When installed on a shoulder belt,

the comfort guide pulls the belt away from the neck and head. Page 44 2. Slide the guide under
and past the belt. The elastic 3. Be sure that the belt is not twisted and it lies flat. Then, place
the guide The elastic cord must be under the belt and the over the belt, and insert the two edges
of the belt into guide on top. Page Center Passenger Position To remove and store the comfort
guides, squeeze the belt edges together so that you can take them out from the guides. Pull the
guide upward to expose its storage clip, and then slide the guide onto the clip. Rotate the guide
and clip inward and in between the seatback and the interior body, leaving only the loop of
elastic cord exposed. Page Lap Belt Lap Belt To make the belt shorter, pull its free end as
shown until the belt is snug. When you sit in the center seating position, you have a Buckle,
position and release it the same way as the lap lap safety belt, which has no retractor. That
includes infants and all children smaller than adult size. In fact, the law in every state in the
United States and in Children who are up against, or very close to, any every Canadian province
says children up to some age Page 48 Infants need complete support, including support for the
head and neck. In a frontal crash, an infant in a Smaller children and babies should always be
rear facing restraint settles into the restraint, so the crash The baby would be almost impossible
to hold. Secure the baby in an infant restraint. Page Child Restraints Child Restraints Every time
infants and young children ride in vehicles, they should have protection provided by
appropriate restraints. What are the different types of add child restraints? Page 51 A rear
facing infant restraint B positions an infant to face the rear of the vehicle. Rear facing infant
restraints are designed for infants of up to about 20 lbs. Page 52 A forward facing child restraint
C E positions a child upright to face forward in the vehicle. These forward facing restraints are
designed to help protect children who are from 20 to 40 lbs. Page 53 When choosing a child
restraint, be sure the child restraint is designed to be used in a vehicle. If it is, it will have a label
saying that it meets federal motor vehicle safety standards. Then follow the instructions for the
restraint. You may find these instructions on the restraint itself or in a booklet, or both. We at
You may secure a forward facing child restraint General Motors therefore recommend that you
put your in the right front seat, but before you do, always child restraint in the rear seat. Anchor
the top strap to this bracket. See the earlier part about the top strap if the child restraint has
one. Be sure to follow the instructions that came with the child restraint. Page 57 3. Buckle the
belt. Make sure the release button is 4. Some vehicles have a child restraint locking feature
positioned so you would be able to unbuckle the on the shoulder belt retractor. You can tell if
your safety belt quickly if you ever had to. Page 58 If your vehicle has the child restraint locking
feature on the shoulder belt retractor, pull the rest of the shoulder belt all the way out of the
retractor to set the lock. Page 59 To tighten the belt, feed the shoulder belt back Securing a
Child Restraint in the Center into the retractor while you push down on the Rear Seat Position
child restraint. Page 60 1. Make the belt as long as possible by tilting the latch 4. Make sure the
release button is plate and pulling it along the belt. Page Front Seat Position 6. Push and pull
the child restraint in different directions to be sure it is secure. It will be ready to work for an
adult or larger A child in a rear facing child restraint can be child passenger. Page 62 Tilt the
latch plate to adjust the belt if needed. Page 63 5. Some vehicles have a child restraint locking
feature on the shoulder belt retractor. You can tell if your vehicle has this feature by pulling the
shoulder belt all the way out of the retractor. Then, let the belt go back a few inches, and try to
pull the belt out again. Page 64 To tighten the belt, feed the shoulder belt back into the retractor
while you push down on the child restraint. You may find it helpful to use your knee to push
down on the child restraint as you tighten the belt. Page Safety Belts Larger Children If you
have the choice, a child should sit next to a window so the child can wear a lap shoulder belt
and get the additional restraint a shoulder belt can provide. Accident statistics show that
children are safer if they are restrained in the rear seat. Here two children are wearing the same
belt. In a crash, the two children can be crushed together and seriously injured. A belt must be
used by only one person at a time. What if a child is wearing a lap shoulder belt, but the child is
so small that the shoulder belt is Here a child is sitting in a seat that has a shoulder belt, but the
shoulder part is behind the child. If the child wears the belt in this way, in a crash the child
might slide under the belt. Page 69 Section 2 Features and Controls Here you can learn about
the many standard and optional features on your vehicle, and information on starting, shifting
and braking. Also explained are the instrument panel and the warning systems that tell you if
everything is working properly and what to do if you have a problem. A child or others could be
badly injured or even killed. They could operate controls or even make the vehicle move. Page
71 The master key can be used for the ignition, as well as all door locks, trunk and storage
compartments. The third key is provided as a spare key. Your Oldsmobile dealer or Roadside
Assistance has a code for your key. Unlocked doors can be dangerous. Passengers especially
children can easily open the doors and fall out. This also provides a brief time period after all
the doors are closed, but before the doors lock, in which the doors may be reopened. Page 74 If

the driver wishes to let the last door closed locking 3. After an initial transaxle cycle, each
additional cycle feature complete the locking of the vehicle, no will turn the last door closed
locking feature on additional action is required. The last door closed or off. Page Programmable
Automatic Door Locks Programmable Automatic Door Locks The operating mode of the
programmable automatic door locks will be changed when the driver performs the
Programmable automatic door locks is a standard following sequence with the doors closed
and the feature intended to provide enhanced security and ignition key in ON. Page 76 Rear
Security Locks Lockout Prevention Your vehicle is equipped Lockout Prevention is a standard
feature intended to with rear door security provide enhanced security and convenience. This
feature locks that help prevent prevents a driver who has left the key in the ignition passengers
from opening from locking the doors using the power door lock switch the rear doors of your
Page Keyless Entry System If Equipped Keyless Entry System If Equipped Changes or
modifications to this system by other than an authorized service facility could void
authorization to If your vehicle has this feature, you can lock and unlock use this equipment.
Page 78 Operation This will allow you to attract attention if needed. Page Matching Transmitter
S To Your Vehicle The operating mode of the remote activation verification Illumination on
Remote Activation lock RAV feature will be changed when the driver This feature is included on
vehicles with the remote performs the following sequence with the doors closed keyless entry
system. The interior illumination will be and the ignition key in ON: activated when an remote
keyless entry door unlock 1. Page Battery Replacement Battery Replacement Under normal use,
the battery in your remote keyless entry transmitter should last about three years. To do this,
press the LOCK and UNLOCK electrical wiring or other cable connections must buttons at the
same time and hold for approximately seven pass through the seal between the body and
Always do this. See your dealer for assistance. Turn the key only with your hand. Using a tool to
force it could break the key or the ignition switch. Page 86 3. Try pushing your accelerator pedal
all the way to the floor and holding it there as you hold the key in START for about three
seconds. Page Automatic Transaxle Operation 3. Plug it into a normal, grounded volt AC outlet.
Plugging the cord into an ungrounded outlet could cause an electrical shock. Also, the wrong
kind of extension cord could overheat and cause a fire. Page Parking Brake Parking Brake To
release the parking brake, hold the regular brake pedal down with your right foot and push the
parking brake pedal with your left foot. When you lift your left The parking brake is located foot,
the parking brake pedal will follow it to the to the left of the brake pedal released position. Your
vehicle can roll. If you have left the engine running, the vehicle can move suddenly. But if you
ever have to, here are some things to know. Engine exhaust can kill. Page Tilt Wheel To stop the
window while it is lowering, press the switch. Tilt Wheel To raise the window, press and hold the
switch forward. Press LOCK to stop front and rear passengers from using their window
switches. These positions allow you to signal a turn or lane change. To signal a turn, move the
lever all the way up or down. Page Windshield Wipers If a bulb is burned out, replace it to help
avoid an Windshield Wipers accident. Page Windshield Washer You can set the wiper speed for
a long delay or short Windshield Washer delay between wipes. This can be very useful in light
At the end of the right hand lever on the steering wheel, rain or snow. Push the lever up one
click to INT there is a wiper symbol. Page 2. Get up to the speed you want. Resuming a Set
Speed Suppose you set your cruise control at a desired speed 3. This, of course shuts off
button on your steering the cruise control. Page Exterior Lamps Using Cruise Control on Hills
Exterior Lamps How well your cruise control will work on hills depends upon your speed, load
and the steepness of the hills. When going up steep hills, you may have to step on the
accelerator pedal to maintain your speed. When going downhill, you may have to brake or shift
to a lower gear to keep your speed down. Page the headlamp switch is off and : Turn the end of
the lever to this symbol to turn on the headlamps and other operating lamps. When the DRL are
on, only your front turn signal lamps : Turn the end of the lever to this symbol to will be on.
Page Interior Lamps Fog Lamps Interior Lamps To turn the fog lamps on, Instrument Panel
Brightness Control press the top of the fog You can brighten or dim the lamp switch located on
instrument panel lights the left side of the by turning the interior instrument panel. Page If the
driver pulls and releases any front door handle Turn the ignition to ON. Page The automatic
dimming feature is turned on or off by pressing the IO button located on the lower part of the
mirror. Press and hold the IO button for up to three seconds to turn this feature on or off. The
compass display feature is turned on or off by pressing the IO button for three seconds or
more. Page Compass Variance The mirror is set in zone eight upon leaving the factory. It will be
necessary to adjust the compass to compensate for compass variance if you live outside zone
eight. Under certain circumstances, such as during a long distance cross country trip, it will be
necessary to adjust for compass variance. The console has a cassette tape and compact disc
storage area and a coinholder. Check with your dealer before adding electrical equipment, and

never use anything that exceeds the fuse rating. This is the Your vehicle may be equipped with
an express open express open feature. During operation, press the switch sunroof. Page Your
instrument panel is designed to let you know at a glance how your vehicle is running. The main
components of your instrument panel are: L. Your display the total vehicle odometer shows
how far your vehicle has been driven in mileage season mode. Page Trip Odometer Tachometer
Your trip odometer trip mode tells you how far you The tachometer displays the engine speed in
thousands have driven since you last reset it. To set it to zero, press of revolutions per minute
rpm. Page Safety Belt Reminder Light Warning Lights, Gages and Indicators When one of the
warning lights comes on and stays on when you are driving, or when one of the gages shows
This part describes the warning lights and gages that there may be a problem, check the section
that tells you may be on your vehicle. If the air bag readiness light stays on after you The light
tells you if there is an electrical problem. Page Charging System Light If the warning light
comes on, there is a brake problem. Have your brake system inspected right away. Driving with
the brake system warning light on can lead to an accident. You may feel the system It means
that your engine coolant has overheated. If you working, but this is normal. Slippery road
conditions have been operating your vehicle under normal driving may exist, so adjust your
driving accordingly. Dealer or qualified service center diagnosis and service may be required.
Modifications made to the engine, transaxle, exhaust or fuel system of your vehicle or the If the
Light Is Flashing replacement of the original tires with other than The following may prevent
more serious damage to Poor fuel quality will cause your engine not to run as efficiently as
designed. Failure to pass this inspection could on after you start your prevent you from getting
a vehicle registration. If turned to ON to show that you do, your engine can become so hot that
it the bulb is working. Page Fuel Gage Fuel Gage When the indicator nears empty, you still have
a little fuel left, but you should get more soon. Here are four things that some owners ask about.
All these things are normal and do not indicate a problem with the fuel gage: At the gas station,
the gas pump shuts off before the gage reads full. Page Low Fuel Light If your fuel is low, this
warning light near the fuel gage will come on. Be sure to read about the particular systems
supplied with your vehicle. The fan must be on to run the air conditioning compressor. If the
airflow seems very low when the fan knob is turned to the highest setting, regardless of the
mode setting, your passenger compartment air filter if equipped may need to The indicator light
on the button will flash Most of the remaining air is directed through the floor briefly and stay on
solid to let you know your air ducts and a little to the defrost and side window vents. This
reduces the time the pushed in with the temperature knob all the way in the compressor has to
run, which should help fuel economy. The display will show your selection for a Auxiliary
Temperature Control few seconds, then it will show the outside temperature. If Equipped If you
push the knob the set temperature will again be displayed for a few seconds, then the outside
temperature will come on. Page Manual Control of the Automatic System Econ Button If you
prefer to manually control the heating, cooling If your vehicle is equipped and ventilation in
your vehicle, set the system to the with this button, you can temperature and fan speed you
want. Next, push the mode turn the compressor on button to select your desired airflow
direction. The first press window vents. The system will bring in hot, inside air escape. This
reduces the time the outside air, heat it and send it to the floor ducts. Page Rear Window
Defogger Rear Window Defogger Do not attach anything like a temporary vehicle license or
decal across the defogger grid. Press the button to turn the defogger on. Page Ventilation
System Ventilation System Ventilation Tips Keep the hood and front air inlet free of ice, snow or
any other obstruction, such as leaves. The heater and defroster will work far better, reducing
the chance of fogging the inside of your windows. You will get the most enjoyment out of it if
you acquaint yourself with it first. To change what is you return to your favorite stations. Then
pull the knob all the way out. Turn the the front or rear speakers. The middle position balances
knob to increase or decrease bass. Page Your tape bias is set automatically. Press the button
again to return display. If you want to insert a tape when the ignition is to playing speed. The
tape will go to the next selection, stop Compact Disc Player with Automatic Tone for a few
seconds, then go on to the next selection. Press Control If Equipped this button again to stop
scanning. The radio will go to and treble equalization settings designed for jazz, vocal, the first
preset station stored on your pushbuttons, stop pop, rock and classical stations. Page Note that
when the disc is inserted, CD will be displayed. RDM 5 : Press this button to hear the tracks in
random, When the disc is playing, a box will appear around CD on rather than sequential, order.
RDM will appear on the the display. Page Once you have loaded the discs in the magazine, slide
Close the door by sliding it all the way to the left. If the open the door of the compact disc CD
changer. Push door is left partially open, the changer will not operate the magazine into the
changer in the direction of the and an error will occur. Page All of the CD functions are
controlled by the radio If the error occurred while trying to play a CD in the buttons except for

ejecting the magazine. Whenever a compact disc player or changer, the following conditions CD
magazine with discs is loaded in the changer, the may have caused the error: compact disc
symbol CDC will appear on the radio The road is too rough. If you press it again, the within a
track. Write down any three or four digit number from to and keep it in a safe place separate
from the vehicle. Page Unlocking the Theft Deterrent Feature After a Disabling the Theft
Deterrent Feature Power Loss Enter your secret code as follows; pause no more than 15
seconds between steps: Enter your secret code as follows; pause no more than 15 seconds
between steps: 1. There must be at least a three second gap between selections on a cassette
tape. Your hearing can adapt to higher Before you add any sound equipment to your volumes of
sound. Sound that seems normal can be loud vehicle like a tape player, CB radio, mobile and
harmful to your hearing. Page Care Of Your Cassette Tape Player Care of Your Cassette Tape
Player When using a scrubbing action, non abrasive cleaning cassette, it is normal for the
cassette to eject because A tape player that is not cleaned regularly can cause your unit is
equipped with a cut tape detection feature reduced sound quality, ruined cassettes or a
damaged and a cleaning cassette may appear as a broken tape. Store them in their original
cases or other protective cases and away from direct sunlight Do not try to clear frost or other
material from and dust. If the surface of a disc is soiled, dampen a the inside of the rear window
with a razor blade clean, soft cloth in a mild, neutral detergent solution and or anything else that
is sharp. Anticipate what they might do. Be ready for their mistakes. Rear end collisions are
about the most preventable of accidents. Page Drunken Driving Drunken Driving The obvious
way to solve the leading highway safety problem is for people never to drink alcohol and then
Death and injury associated with drinking and driving is drive. But what if people do? Page
Since alcohol is carried in body water, this means that a woman generally will reach a higher
BAC level than a man of her same body weight when each has the same number of drinks. The
law in many U. Page The body takes about an hour to rid itself of the alcohol in one drink. Page
Control Of Vehicle Control of a Vehicle Braking You have three systems that make your vehicle
go where Braking action involves perception time and you want it to go. They are the brakes,
the steering and reaction time. All three systems have to do their work First, you have to decide
to push on the brake pedal. ABS is an braking rather than keeping pace with traffic. This is a
advanced electronic braking system that will help mistake. Page The anti lock system can
change the brake pressure faster than any driver could. The computer is programmed to make
the most of available tire and road conditions. Suddenly an animal jumps out in front of you. If
you get too close to the vehicle in limits wheel spin. If you lose power steering assist because
the engine stops or the system is not functioning, you can steer but it will take much more
effort. Ease up on the accelerator pedal, steer the vehicle the way you want it Driving on Curves
to go, and slow down. Page Steering In Emergencies Steering in Emergencies There are times
when steering can be more effective than braking. For example, you come over a hill and find a
truck stopped in your lane, or a car suddenly pulls out from nowhere, or a child darts out from
between parked cars and stops right in front of you. For one thing, start your left lane change
signal before moving out following too closely reduces your area of vision, of the right lane to
pass. Page Loss Of Control Loss of Control A cornering skid is best handled by easing your
foot off the accelerator pedal. Page Driving At Night Of course, traction is reduced when water,
snow, ice, Driving at Night gravel or other material is on the road. It is important to slow down
on slippery surfaces because stopping distance will be longer and vehicle control more limited.
Page Here are some tips on night driving. They may cut down on glare from headlamps, but
they Drive defensively. You can be temporarily blinded by approaching Adjust your inside
rearview mirror to reduce the headlamps. You could lose control of the vehicle. After driving
through a large puddle of water or a car wash, apply your brake pedal lightly until your brakes
work normally. Page City Driving City Driving Here are ways to increase your safety in city
driving: Know the best way to get to where you are going. Get a city map and plan your trip into
an unknown part of the city just as you would for a cross country trip. Page Freeway Driving
Freeway Driving The most important advice on freeway driving is: Keep up with traffic and keep
to the right. Drive at the same speed most of the other drivers are driving. Too fast or slow
driving breaks a smooth traffic flow. Treat the left lane on a freeway as a passing lane. Or is it
just plain falling asleep at the wheel? Call it highway hypnosis, lack of awareness, or whatever.
There is something about an easy stretch of road with the same scenery, along with the hum of
the tires on the road, the drone of the engine, and the rush of the wind against the vehicle that
can make you sleepy. Page Know how to go down hills. Shift to a lower gear when you go down
a steep or long hill. Page Winter Driving Winter Driving Include an ice scraper, a small brush or
broom, a supply of windshield washer fluid, a rag, some winter outer clothing, a small shovel, a
flashlight, a red cloth and a Here are some tips for winter driving: couple of reflective warning
triangles. But wet Most of the time, those places where your tires meet the ice can be even more

trouble because it may offer the road probably have good traction. Page If you are stopped by
heavy snow, you could be in a serious situation. You should probably stay with your vehicle
unless you know for sure that you are near help and you can hike through the snow. Here are
some things to do to summon help and keep yourself and your passengers safe: Turn on your
hazard flashers. Page Recreational Vehicle Towing Then, shut the engine off and close the
window almost all the way to preserve the heat. But do it as little as possible. Preserve the
Snow can trap exhaust gases under your vehicle. If you do, parts on your vehicle can a crash.
Page Towing A Trailer Towing a Trailer Your vehicle can tow a trailer if it is equipped with the
proper trailer towing equipment. This helps your Oldsmobile Customer Assistance Network
engine and other parts of your vehicle wear in at the 16 E. Judson Street heavier loads. If you
have a weight distributing weight to measure because it affects the total or gross hitch, the
trailer tongue A should weigh 12 percent of Page Following Distance Following Distance Making
Turns Stay at least twice as far behind the vehicle ahead as you would when driving your
vehicle without a trailer. Making very sharp turns while trailering could Passing cause the trailer
to come in contact with the vehicle. The arrows on your instrument panel will flash whenever
you signal a turn or lane change. See the Maintenance Schedule for more 1. Apply your regular
brakes and hold the pedal down on this. Page Section 5 Hazard Warning Flashers Hazard
Warning Flashers Press the switch located on your instrument panel to make your front and
rear turn signal lamps flash on and off. But please follow the steps below to do it safely. Get the
vehicles close enough so the jumper cables 4. Open the hoods and locate the batteries. People
have been hurt doing this, and some have been blinded. Use a flashlight if you need more light.
Be sure the battery has enough water. Page 6. If they do, you could get a shock. Page 7.
Connect it to the terminal of the vehicle with the dead battery. Page 9. Now connect the black
negative cable to the good Page Towing Your Vehicle Remove the cables in reverse order to
prevent Towing Your Vehicle electrical shorting. Page Engine Overheating With current trends
in automotive styles and design, it is Overheated Engine Protection essential that the correct
towing equipment is used to Operating Mode tow a vehicle. Your vehicle can be towed with
wheel lift This emergency operating mode allows your vehicle to or car carrier equipment. Just
turn it off and get everyone away from the vehicle until it cools down. Wait until there is no sign
of steam or coolant before you open the hood. Just to be safe, drive slower for about 10
minutes. Keep hands, clothing and tools away from any underhood electric fan. If you do, you
can be burned. If you run the engine, it could lose all coolant. That could cause an engine fire,
and you could be burned. Plain water, or some other So use the recommended coolant. Page 1.
You can remove the coolant surge tank pressure cap when the cooling system, including the
coolant surge tank pressure cap and upper radiator hose, is no longer hot. Turn the pressure
cap slowly counterclockwise left about one quarter turn and then stop. Page 3. Then fill the
coolant surge tank with the proper 4. Watch out for the engine cooling fans. Turn on your
hazard warning flashers. The vehicle can slip off the jack and roll over you or other people. Turn
the center nut on the compact spare cover counterclockwise to remove it. Then lift and remove
Remove the spare tire. Then remove the jack and wrench. If the vehicle slips off the jack, you
could be badly injured or killed. Never get under a vehicle when it is supported only by a jack.
Turn the jack handle clockwise to raise the jack lift head a few inches. Raise the vehicle by
turning the jack handle 4. Remove all wheel nuts and take off the flat tire. Raise the vehicle far
enough off the ground for the spare tire to fit under the vehicle. Page 5. Never use oil or grease
on studs or nuts. If you do, the nuts might come loose. Your wheel could fall off, causing a
serious accident. Page 8. Tighten the wheel nuts firmly in a crisscross sequence as shown.
Lower the vehicle by turning the jack handle counterclockwise. Lower the jack completely. To
avoid wheel nuts can cause the wheel to become loose expensive brake repairs, evenly tighten
the wheel and even come off. This could lead to an accident. In a sudden stop or collision, loose
equipment could strike someone. Store all these in the proper place. Retainer B. Cover C. Nut
Storing a jack, a tire or other equipment in the E. Jack passenger compartment of the vehicle
could F. Wrench cause injury. In a sudden stop or collision, loose G. Keep your spare when
your vehicle was new, it can lose air after a time. That will clear the area around your front
wheels. If your vehicle has traction control, you should turn the system off. Page Section 6
Service and Appearance Care Here you will find information about the care of your vehicle. This
section begins with service and fuel information, and then it shows how to check important fluid
and lubricant levels. There is also technical information about your vehicle, and a part devoted
to its appearance care. It tells you much be happy with it. It is recommended that the gasoline
meet specifications which have been developed by the You can be injured and your vehicle
could be American Automobile Manufacturers Association damaged if you try to do service
work on a AAMA and endorsed by the Canadian Motor Vehicle vehicle without knowing enough
about it. If this occurs, return to authorized Oldsmobile dealer for service. In the event it is

determined that the cause of the condition is the type of Page Fuels In Foreign Countries To
provide cleaner air, all gasolines in the United States Fuels in Foreign Countries are now
required to contain additives that will help If you plan on driving in another country outside the
prevent deposits from forming in your engine and fuel United States or Canada, the proper fuel
may be hard to system, allowing your emission control system to find. Gasoline vapor is highly
flammable. It burns violently, and that can cause very bad injuries. Use the remote fuel door
manual release located To remove the cap, turn it slowly to the left in the trunk to release the
door. Page When you put the cap back on, turn it to the right clockwise until you hear a clicking
sound. The diagnostic system can determine if the fuel cap has been left off or improperly If you
get gasoline on yourself and then installed. Static electricity discharge from the injure you even
when the engine is not running. Page Hood Release Hood Release Then go to the front of the
vehicle and release the secondary hood release. Lift the hood. To open the hood, first pull the
handle inside the vehicle. Page When you open the hood of the 3. Windshield Washer D. Engine
Coolant Surge Tank B. California Emissions Fuse J. Brake Fluid Reservoir F. In order to get an
accurate reading, the oil must Engine Oil be warm and the vehicle must be on level ground. If
your engine has so much oil that the oil level gets above the FULL mark that shows the proper
operating range, your engine could be damaged. The engine oil fill cap is located toward the
front of the engine compartment near the yellow looped engine oil dipstick. Do not use any oil
which does not carry this starburst symbol. The recommended oils to be 0 C or above. These
numbers on an oil with the starburst symbol are all you will need for good container show its
viscosity, or thickness. Unhook the two hold down clips located on the air box cover. Lift the air
box cover and air duct assembly away from the air box, toward the engine. Hold the air box
cover and air duct assembly up in Be sure the tabs on the cover are inserted into the position
while removing the air filter element from air box slots. Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to
determine when to 6. The air cleaner not only cleans the air, it stops flame if the engine
backfires. Turn off the ignition when the windshield wipers are in the up position. A good time
to check your automatic transaxle fluid level is when the engine oil is changed. Keep the Too
much or too little fluid can damage your engine running. Too much can mean that some of the
With the parking brake applied, place the shift lever fluid could come out and fall on hot engine
parts in PARK P. Page How To Add Fluid 2. Push it back in all the way, wait three seconds and If
the fluid level is low, add only enough of the proper then pull it back out again. This coolant is
designed When adding coolant, it is important that to remain in your vehicle for 5 years or ,
miles COOL R silicate you use only DEX free coolant. If you use this coolant mixture, you
engine could overheat and be badly damaged. Never turn the surge tank pressure cap even a
little when the engine and radiator are hot. The vehicle must be on a level surface. If It is not
necessary to regularly check power steering fluid necessary, add only enough fluid to bring the
level up to unless you suspect there is a leak in the system or you hear the mark. If you will be
operating your vehicle in an area where the temperature may fall below freezing, use a fluid that
has sufficient protection against freezing. Water can cause the solution to freeze and damage
your washer fluid tank and other parts of the washer system. Page There are only two reasons
why the brake fluid level in the When your brake fluid falls to a low level, your brake reservoir
might go down. The first is that the brake fluid warning light will come on. That could lead to
drops of mineral based oil, such as engine an accident. When tires are rotated, inspect The
braking system on a vehicle is complex. Its many brake pads for wear and evenly torque wheel
nuts in the parts have to be of top quality and work well together if proper sequence to GM
specifications. We recommend an ACDelco battery. Page Headlamps To replace your
headlamps follow these steps: 1. Open the hood. Slide the lamp assembly toward you. Pull
straight up on the two headlamp retainers to release the assembly locator tabs and take the
retainers off. At the same time, hold the headlamp assembly in position by applying a little
pressure against the headlamp lens. Page 4. Remove the rubber access cover from behind the
6. Twist and turn the bulb socket counterclockwise and 7. Reverse all steps and reinstall the
headlamp remove it from the lamp. Failure to follow these instructions could cause damage to
headlamp parts. To check the aim, the vehicle should be properly prepared as follows: The
vehicle must have all four tires on a perfectly level surface. Page A. Horizontal Aim Adjustment
Screw A. Horizontal Aim Adjustment Screw shown in previous photo B. Vertical Aim Adjustment
Screw B. Vertical Aim Adjustment Screw Start with the horizontal aim. The adjustment screws
can be turned with an E8 Torx socket. Remove the headlamp assembly. Remove the rubber bulb
access cover. Twist and pull each bulb socket from the headlamp assembly. Open the trunk.
Place the new bulb into the socket. Turn the bulb one quarter turn clockwise to reinstall. Close
the trunk. Reach through the access opening in the trunk. Remove the bulb by turning it one
quarter turn counterclockwise. Pull the taillamp housing away from the body of the vehicle 3.
Squeeze the tab on the bulb socket and turn the socket counterclockwise. Pull out the bulb

socket. Pull the old bulb out of the socket. There are four bulbs on each taillamp. Remove the
bulb from the socket. Reverse the steps to reinstall. When reinstalling bulb assembly, push in
assembly until you hear a snap. Make sure the assembly is tight and not loose. Page Your new
vehicle comes with high quality tires made by been damaged, replace them. If you ever have
questions about your tire warranty and where to obtain service, see your Oldsmobile Warranty
booklet for details. Any time you notice unusual wear, tire rotation. Page While the tires
available on General Motors passenger Warning: The traction grade assigned to this tire is
based cars and light trucks may vary with respect to these on straight ahead braking traction
tests, and does not grades, they must also conform to Federal safety include acceleration,
cornering, hydroplaning, or peak requirements and additional General Motors Tire traction
characteristics. Using the wrong replacement wheels, wheel bolts Scheduled wheel alignment
and wheel balancing are not or wheel nuts on your vehicle can be dangerous. If you can hear
the Putting a used wheel on your vehicle is chains contacting your vehicle, stop and retighten
dangerous. Wipe vinyl, leather, plastic and painted surfaces Benzene with a clean, damp cloth.
If a stain remains, follow the multi purpose interior cleaner instructions described earlier. If an
odor lingers after cleaning vomit or urine, treat 1. Vacuum and brush the area to remove any
loose dirt. Then, let the leather dry naturally. Do not use heat to dry. If the windshield is not
clear after using the windshield washer, or if the wiper blade chatters when running, Washing
Your Vehicle wax, sap or other material may be on the blade Keep your wheels clean using a
soft clean cloth with mild soap and water. Rinse with clean water. Page Chemical Paint Spotting
Although no defect in the paint job causes this, materials available from your dealer or other
service Oldsmobile will repair, at no charge to the owner, the outlets. Polishing Cloth â€” Wax
Treated Exterior polishing cloth 16 oz. Page Electrical System Vehicle Identification Number VIN
the model designation, paint information and a list of all production options and special
equipment. Be sure that this label is not removed from the vehicle. If the band is broken or
melted, replace the fuse. Be sure you The headlamp wiring is protected by separate left and
replace a bad fuse with a new one of the identical right headlamp fuses in the underhood
electrical center. Page Maintenance Schedule Section 7 Maintenance Schedule This section
covers the maintenance required for your vehicle. Your vehicle needs these services to retain
its safety, dependability and emission control performance. Page Your Vehicle And The
Environment Introduction Your Vehicle and the Environment Proper vehicle maintenance not
only helps to keep your vehicle in good working condition, but also helps the environment. All
recommended maintenance procedures are important. Improper vehicle maintenance can even
affect the quality of the air we breathe. Improper fluid levels or the wrong tire inflation can
increase the level of emissions from your vehicle. It also explains what you This maintenance
schedule is divided into five parts: can easily do to help keep your vehicle in good condition.
Page Using Your Maintenance Schedule Part A: Scheduled This part tells you the maintenance
services you should have done and when you should schedule them. Page Scheduled
Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance The services shown in this
schedule up to , miles Footnotes km should be performed after , miles The U. Environmental
Protection Agency or the km at the same intervals. The services shown California Air Resources
Board has determined that the at , miles km should be performed at failure to perform this
maintenance item will not nullify So if you drive in a dusty area, be sure to change your oil and
filter Change engine oil and filter as indicated by the GM every 3, miles 5 km or sooner if the
CHANGE Oil Life System or every 12 months, whichever Page Scheduled Maintenance Rotate
tires. Page At Least Once A Month Part B: Owner Checks and Services Windshield Washer Fluid
Level Check Check the windshield washer fluid level in the Listed in this part are owner checks
and services which windshield washer tank and add the proper fluid if should be performed at
the intervals specified to help necessary. Apply Make sure the safety belt reminder light and all
your silicone grease with a clean cloth. During very cold, belts, buckles, latch plates, retractors
and anchorages are damp weather more frequent application may be working properly. When
you are doing this check, the vehicle could Body Lubrication Service move suddenly. If it does,
you or others could be Lubricate all lock cylinders, hood latch assembly, injured. Keeping your
foot on the regular brake, set the parking brake. Page Exhaust System Inspection Part C:
Periodic Steering, Suspension and Front Drive Axle Boot and Seal Inspection Maintenance
Inspections Inspect the front and rear suspension and steering system Listed in this part are
inspections and services which for damaged, loose or missing parts, signs of wear or lack
should be performed at least twice a year for instance, of lubrication. Inspect brake lines and
cracked, swollen or deteriorated. Inspect all pipes, fittings hoses for proper hook up, binding,
leaks, cracks, and clamps; Also, you should retain all date, odometer reading and who
performed the service maintenance receipts. Page Section 8 Customer Assistance Information
Here you will find out how to contact Oldsmobile if you need assistance. This section also tells

you how to obtain service publications and how to report any safety defects. Customer
Satisfaction Procedure Courtesy Transportation Page Customer Satisfaction Procedure
Customer Satisfaction Procedure Your satisfaction and goodwill are important to your dealer
and to Oldsmobile. Sometimes, however, despite the best intentions of all concerned,
misunderstandings can occur. In Canada, contact GM of Canada Page Customer Assistance For
Text Telephone Oldsmobile encourages customers to call the toll-free number for assistance.
This value Page Canadian Roadside Assistance Assistance Representatives will explain any
payment obligations you might incur. Courtesy Transportation For prompt and efficient
assistance when calling, please Oldsmobile has always exemplified quality and value in provide
the following to the Roadside its offering of motor vehicles. To enhance your Assistance
Representative This requires that wait. However, if you are unable to wait Oldsmobile you sign
and complete a rental agreement and meet state, helps minimize your inconvenience by
providing several local and rental vehicle provider requirements. Please call us at , or write: The
toll-free telephone number for ordering information Oldsmobile Customer Assistance Network
in Canada is Judson Street P. Box Please allow adequate time for postal service. Material
cannot be returned for credit without packing slip with return information within 30 days of
delivery. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Although defunct as an
automobile manufacturer since , Oldsmobile is still extant in our world in the shape of the
Oldsmobile cars still being driven by people who sould not wish to own anything else. However,
for many people, the fact that their parents had owned Oldsmobiles was their very reason for
owning one. Having come to trust the brand implicitly through traveling in one as children, the
adults of America were only too happy to keep driving the
classic dash nova
altivar 312 wiring diagram
emglo air compressor parts diagram
m, any many continue to today. As the Oldsmobile company has now stopped making cars, it is
all the more crucial that those of us who own them keep them in good condition. The time will
come when it is not practical to get the parts, and so any minor repairs that can be done
securely with the aid of a service manual would be well advised and welcome, too. This is why it
is of great importance to ensure that you have a good, detailed repair guide to call upon when it
is needed. It is possible to directly download an Oldsmobile service manual from this site free of
charge. The advantage of doing so is that you will save a significant amount of money both in
terms of buying a new service manual and in savings on repair costs that might otherwise spiral
into the thousands. Download the information, store it and print it off. Make as many copies as
you will need, and then you will have few concerns about the durability of your Oldsmobile.
Browse by Catagory. Car Max torque: Car Bore stroke:

